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Amy Woodson-Boulton’s elegant and well-crafted article situates the study of the politics of culture in unfamiliar terrain: namely, in three detailed and deeply local studies of the provision of art institutions in Birmingham, Liverpool, and Manchester. Here, Woodson-Boulton ably demonstrates how even the single idea of aesthetic uplift could play out very differently in these three sites. Attentive to the nuances of the interplay between class formation and aesthetic education as they manifested themselves in these diverse settings, Woodson-Boulton offers new insights into the highly charged relationship between cultural history and urban history.


Molly McClain’s astute and original reading of the correspondence between Queen Mary II and Frances Apsley draws on a wide range of unpublished and little-known sources in order to make sense of this highly individual – yet also political – relationship between two early modern women. Bringing her subjects vividly to life, McClain offers an insightful portrait of the affective regimes of the court, exploring in compelling detail the complex thicket of emotional intimacy, sexual ambiguity, and political influence.